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Deformation Patterns of Reinforced Foundation Sand
at Failure

Radoslaw L. Michalowski, F.ASCE,1 and Lei Shi2

Abstract: While the stability of foundation soils has been written about extensively, the ultimate loads on reinforced soils is a s
studied to a much lesser degree. There is convincing experimental evidence in the literature that metal strips or layers of geo
reinforcement can significantly increase the failure loads on foundation soils. Laboratory tests were performed to investigate t
matics of the collapse of sand reinforced with a layer of flexible reinforcement. Sequential images of the deformation field under a
footing were digitally recorded. A correlation-based motion detection technique was used to arrive at an incremental displacem
under a strip footing model. Color-coded displacements are presented graphically. The mechanism retains some of the cha
features of a classical bearing capacity pattern of failure, but the reinforcement modifies that mechanism to some extent. The
geotextile used as model reinforcement give rise to the formation of shear bands in a narrow layer adjacent to the geos
Reinforcement restrains the horizontal displacement of the soil and alters the collapse pattern. The mechanism of deformation
in the tests will constitute a basis for limit analysis of reinforced foundation soils.
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Introduction

Failure mechanisms are an important component of stabili
analysis of earth structures. Mechanisms for some of the stru
tures~for instance, slopes! are well understood, and limit analysis
of such structures is reduced to a problem of minimization of th
critical height ~or the safety factor! with the geometry of the
collapse mechanism being variable. When reinforcement is use
the mechanisms become altered, and choosing the right mec
nism for stability analysis may not be straightforward. Curren
experience with reinforced slope failures indicates that the co
lapse mechanisms are not significantly different from those fo
natural slopes~Humphrey and Holtz 1986; Porbaha and Gooding
1996!, but no such evidence exists for collapse patterns of rei
forced foundation soils. Small-scale experimental tests were pe
formed to reveal the deformation pattern of sand reinforced wit
strips of geotextile. The focus of the experiments was on th
progression of the failure mechanism under a footing, and not o
the magnitude of the collapse load.

There is extensive evidence available in the literature th
metal strips or sheets of geosynthetic material can substantia
increase the bearing capacity of footings. Early laboratory expe
ments of Binquet and Lee~1975! revealed that a failure load on a
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strip footing founded on sand could be increased by a factor o
to 4 when using multiple layers of reinforcement. Reinforcem
also reduced the settlement of the footing. Collapse loads on
hesive soils also were found to be increased by the use of r
forcement~Sakti and Das 1987!. The advantageous effect of re
inforcement was confirmed by field-test experiments by Ada
and Collin~1997!. While these and many other experiments ind
cated the benefit of reinforcement in terms of increase in bea
capacity, few studies focused on the mechanics of deforma
during the foundation soil failure process. Huang and Tatsu
~1990! investigated deformation of reinforced sand loaded by
footing. They noticed that the length of reinforcement had a s
nificant effect on the deformation patterns, and they distinguis
between a ‘‘deep footing effect’’ caused by short reinforceme
and a ‘‘wide slab effect’’ associated with reinforcement extendi
considerably beyond the contour of the footing. Also, Miyaza
and Hirokawa~1992! indicated that the mechanism of deform
tion under a footing is affected by the presence of reinforcem

Experimental results reported in this paper focus on the beh
ior of a granular soil reinforced with one long layer of reinforc
ment. In particular, the development of localized shear zone
reported, and the interaction of soil and reinforcement is
scribed. It is expected that, once the kinematics of collapse
understood, the limit analysis technique can be applied~Micha-
lowski 1998! to predict the bearing capacity of reinforced soils

Experimental Tests

Test Container and Loading System

A series of 21 laboratory load tests on strip footings was carr
out. Experiments were performed in a test container with tra
parent ~Plexiglas! walls, Fig. 1~a!. A large wall thickness was
selected~3.81 cm! to avoid substantial deflection during tests. T
dimensions of the test container were 61361330.5 cm (length
3height3thickness). A three-piece aluminum model of a str
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footing was used, each piece 10 cm long and 3.18 cm w
Aluminum blocks were 1.02 cm thick. The three-piece foot
model was used to eliminate the effect of wall friction on t
indentation force of the center segment of the footing. To prov
roughness at the sand-footing interface, a strip of sand paper
glued to the bottom of each segment. Footings of double w
~6.35 cm! also were used, but they were found to cause an in
ference of the failure mechanism with the side walls of the
container, and they led to a ‘‘snap-back’’ postpeak behavior, c
acteristic of a ‘‘soft’’ loading system~described in ‘‘Loading of
Footings’’!.

The three segments of the footing were loaded using a l
system with a turnbuckle~kinematic control!. The loads on the
front and center segments were transferred through proving r
and the forces were recorded during the footing indentation
cess.

Material Used

The grain size distribution of sand used in experiments is sh
in Fig. 2~a!; it is a poorly graded coarse sand~AASHTO T88!,
with a uniformity coefficient of 1.43~defined asd60/d10), and
maximum and minimum void ratios of 0.89 and 0.56, resp
tively. This sand was placed in the test container using a s
spreader. The spreader had the shape of a hopper with a
slightly smaller than the container thickness~30.5 cm!, and with
an opening spanning the entire width of the hopper. The den
of the sand bed as a function of the sand fall height from
spreader is shown in Fig. 2~b!. Beds with two densities were use
in experiments: one prepared with the sand spreader moving
above the surface of the bed, and the second one with the spr
at a height of 15 cm. The first bed corresponds to relative den
of Dr50.30, and the second oneDr50.62. The internal friction

Fig. 1. ~a! Test container, and~b! distribution of reinforcement strip
440 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL EN
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angle tested in direct shear was 34.9° and 44.1°, respectiv
These two beds will be referred to as loose and dense, resp
tively.

The geosynthetic material used in the experiments was
woven polypropylene geotextile with a mass of about 100 g/m2,
thickness of 0.3 mm, tensile strength of 24.5 kN/m, and a neg
gible resistance to bending~flexible!. The interface friction angle
tested in a direct shear box was 26.1° and 29.7° for the loose
dense sand, respectively. While the strength of this geotex
would be considered low in a full-scale application, used in
small-scale test this fabric simulates a ‘‘strong’’ reinforceme
that is expected to slide in the soil rather than rupture. Similar
the bending stiffness, although negligible in a large-scale appli
tion, becomes a factor in a small-scale test. To reduce the in
ence of the geotextile bending stiffness, strips of the fabric we
used rather than a continuous sheet. Prepared sand beds
reinforced with strips of the geotextile in a pattern as shown
Fig. 1~b!. The reinforcement area coverage was 20%. The de
of reinforcement varied for different tests.

Loading of Footings

The process of footing indentation was incremental, controll
kinematically, and the resulting forces on two segments of t
footing ~front and center! were recorded. The displacemen
~settlement! increments were in the range of about 0.5–2.0 mm
and they could not be kept constant because of the rate-depen

s

Fig. 2. ~a! Grain size distribution, and~b! sand density as function of
fall height
GINEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003
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behavior ~creep! of the sand. Since the process was control
kinematically, time-dependent response of the sand under
footing was causing some relaxation of the force in the load
system. After each increment a pause was taken until the ch
in forces on the footing in 1 min. became negligible.

Some tests were performed with footings twice the width~6.35
cm! but the results of those tests will not be reported here beca
of two problems. First, for footings of larger width, the mech
nism of collapse for dense sand was found to interfere with
side walls of the test container. Second, larger footings led
snap-back phenomenon once the process reached the peak
This occurred because larger footings led to large forces, and
was associated with a substantial increase in elastic energy s
in the loading system. In the postpeak regime, the loading sys
released the elastic energy as the load declined. Since the ra
which this energy was recovered~for large footing tests! was
larger than the ability of the soil to dissipate it, an uncontrolla
process~snap-back! occurred.

Motion Detection Technique

Recording of Deformation Pattern

Images of deformed sand under the footing were recorded a
each displacement increment with a digital camera with 24
color pictures at 152431012 pixel resolution. The color picture
were converted to 8-bit grayscale for motion detection compu
tions. The camera was focused on the region of interest at a
tance such that, for the poorly graded sand used, the size of g
varied in the range of about 1–4 pixels.

Correlation-based Motion Detection Technique

The purpose of this section is only to indicate the method that
used and not to describe the details of it. Therefore, this desc
tion is somewhat sketchy, and the reader is referred to comp
science literature for details. The correlation-based metho
known also as a block-matching~Pearson 1991!, or a region-
matching technique~Barron et al. 1993!.

An algorithm was adopted here after Anandan~1987!. An
image of a field is divided into small regions, each described
some intensity distribution functionf 1(x,y), and, after a small
deformation increment, byf 2(x,y). Cross-correlation functionC
of the two subregions on two consecutive images is

C5E E
region

f 1~x,y! f 2~x2dx,y2dy!dx dy (1)

wherex andy5field coordinates, anddx anddy5 increments of
displacement components. The best estimate of displacemen
crements is obtained by maximizing functionC with dx anddy
being variable. This operation was performed for two match
regions ~windows! on two sequential images, with functionsf
having a discrete intensity distribution~constant for each pixel!.
The candidate match window and the template window w
matched using a criterion of minimum squared differences. W
the discrete distribution of intensities for the two windows d
noted by I and J @which now replace functionsf 1(x,y) and
f 2(x,y)], the matching process of two windows requires min
mizing of the following function
JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICA
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W~ i , j !@ I ~x1 i ,y1 j !

2J~x1 i 2dx,y1 j 2dy!#2 (2)

where W( i , j )5weight function; andn5radius of the template
window ~windows sizes 3, 5, and 7 pixels were used!. The com-
puter program used to perform the matching process was a mo
fied computer code~Beauchemin and Barron 1995! that was made
available through electronic transmission.

Presentation of Results

Having determined the displacement increments between the
quential images, strain increments were calculated. The displa
ment increment field was approximated by a nine-node Lagran
biquadratic function

du1~x,y!5a01a1x1a2y1a3xy1a4x21a5y2

1a6x2y1a7xy21a8xy2
(3)

du2~x,y!5b01b1x1b2y1b3xy1b4x21b5y2

1b6x2y1b7xy21b8xy2

wheredu1 and du25horizontal and vertical components of the
displacement increment vector. The components of strain inc
ment tensord« i j were calculated from

d« i j 5
1

2 S ]~dui !

]xj
1

]~duj !

]xi
D , i , j 51,2 (4)

and the maximum shear strain and volumetric increments we
calculated as

1

2
dgmax5AS d«112d«22

2 D 2

1d«12
2 (5)

and

d«v5d«111d«22 (6)

The main objective of this research was to investigate the mec
nism of deformation of the soil under a footing. Thus the vertic
and horizontal components of the displacement increment vec
field will be presented, as found from the motion detection tec
nique. In addition, the maximum shear strain increment and vo
metric strain increments will be reported, as computed from Eq
~5! and ~6!.

The displacement and strain increments are color-coded a
presented as two-dimensional images. The color scale is show
Fig. 3. For each quantity to be presented~displacement compo-
nents, shear strain, volumetric strain!, the maximum and mini-
mum values are set at extreme ends of the color scale~Fig. 3!.
Consequently, the position of a zero displacement component
the color scale depends on the magnitude~absolute value! of the
minimum and maximum of that component in the displaceme
field. Vertical upward and horizontal rightward displacements a

Fig. 3. ~Color! Color scale
L AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003 / 441
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taken as positive. Only if the magnitudes of the maximum~posi-
tive! and the minimum~negative! displacement are identical will
zero fall in the middle of the scale. Note that the zero shear str
increment will always fall at the extreme left of the scale~red!,
since as defined in Eq.~5! it is always positive~the minimum is
zero!. Because the definition of the strain increments in Eq.~4! is
consistent with the tension-positive convention, dilatancy here
a positive volumetric strain. The main objective was to investiga
the characteristic features of the deformation field in a qualitati
manner; therefore the quantitative distribution is not reported
rectly.

Comments on Tests

While the focus of the experiments was on foundation soil kin
matics, the load-displacement curves also are reported. Th
curves indicate the characteristic features of the loading proc
~such as monotonic load, or instability!, but the magnitude of the
loading is not meaningful because of the small scale of the te

An interesting study was presented by Tatsuoka et al.~1997!
in which the relative size of sand grains (d50) and the footing
width (B) were found to have an important effect on the forma
tion of the shear bands~no reinforcement!. They found out that
propagation of shear bands was a distinct feature of a foot
indentation process whenB/d50 was large, but no shear band
were observed when this ratio dropped to 26. The thickness
localized shear bands depends on the size of the grains~material
property!, and, increasing the size of the problem promotes
distinct progression of shear band formation, while a small s
inhibits this process~see also Michalowski 1990!. RatioB/d50 in
the laboratory tests performed~36 and 72! was selected such that
a propagation of the shear bands was not suppressed, yet
digital motion detection technique could be used with a reaso
able computational effort.

Deformation Pattern Under Strip Footing

Four footing indentation experiments were digitally processed
obtain the displacement increment fields. Two of these expe
ments were without reinforcement~for loose and dense sand!, and
the remaining two~both dense sand! were with reinforcement at
depth 0.4B and 0.8B, respectively (B5footing width!. The irre-
versible deformation process of sand without reinforcement
fairly well understood~Shield 1953!. The experimentally investi-
gated deformation field for loose sand is reported here first
illustrate the effectiveness of the method used. Results from
test on dense sand also are presented to make the compariso
foundation soil kinematics for reinforced and unreinforced so
possible.

Some difficulties were encountered in processing informati
at the free boundary of the deforming sand bed. Because of th
problems, the top boundary in the final presentation of the d
placement images was truncated with a straight line at the leve
footing, and a footing contour was superimposed over that lin

Deformation Process of Loose Sand

Load-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 4 for two mod
footings. The curve in Fig. 4~a! indicates an average pressur
under the center segment of the wide model of the footing~6.35
cm!, whereas Fig. 4~b! presents the curves for the front and cent
segments of the small model~3.18 cm!. As expected, the front
segment carries a much larger load due to friction on the wa
442 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENG
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sand interface. Pressure-displacement curves indicate no peak
expected for loose sand. The unloading process revealed pra
cally no reversible deformation.

The process of loose sand deformation@for the test in Fig.
4~b!# is illustrated in Figs. 5–7. Instances at which the load read
ings and digital records were taken are marked in Fig. 4~b! with
small circles, and the frame numbers are marked for the incr
ments for which the results are produced in Figs. 5–7. Load rea
ings were taken for both the front and center segments, where
the experimental setup allowed for digital images to be taken on
for the front segment. The length scale on the digitally processe
images is related to pixels. The relation of a pixel to the physica
model length depends on the digital image resolution and th
distance of the camera from the model. The relation of a unit-to
pixel-to-physical length for each set of images is indicated in th
upper right-hand part of the figures. The specific relation for Figs
5–7 is 1 unit of length equals 4 pixels equals 1.32 mm.

Fig. 5 indicates the displacement increment field and the max
mum shear strain increment field during the loading interval be
tween the first and second frames. The vertical downward di
placement is the largest in a triangular block immediately benea
the footing@Fig. 5~a!#, while horizontal displacement of this re-
gion is zero@Fig. 5~b!#. The regions to the left and right of the
triangular block undergo upward and outward movement. The
is a clear initiation of localized shear at the corners of the footin
@Fig. 5~c!#, and some distributed shear of lesser intensity occu
farther from the footing. This distribution is not quite symmetric,
with more distributed shear~yellow! on the left-hand side of the
strain field.

Further progress of the deformation pattern is shown in Fig. 6
This displacement increment corresponds to the load interval b

Fig. 4. Load-displacement curves for loose sand;~a! wide footing,
and ~b! narrow footing
INEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003
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Fig. 5. ~Color! Initial deformation of loose sand, interval 1-2:~a!
vertical displacement increments;~b! horizontal displacement
increments; and~c! maximum shear strain

Fig. 6. ~Color! Deformation of loose sand, interval 9-11:~a! vertical
displacement increments;~b! horizontal displacement increments;
and ~c! maximum shear strain
JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL
tween frames 9 and 11 in Fig. 4~b!. The deformation field appears
to be symmetric, and its pattern follows the shape of the mech
nism associated with the Prandtl~1920! and Reissner~1924! clas-
sical slip-line solution to limit pressure over a cohesive-frictiona
medium ~see also Shield 1953; Sokolovskii 1965!. The shear
bands originating at the corners of the footing intersect at th
symmetry axis@Fig. 6~c!#, but they do not yet reach the surface of
the sand. This pattern persists for a considerable length of th
process. The respective increments corresponding to the load
terval between frames 21 and 22 are shown in Fig. 7. The patte
of volumetric change is not very distinct, Fig. 7~d!. Since the sand
was loose to begin with, one would not expect a strong dilatio
effect associated with shear.

While the deformation pattern looks symmetric, a closer look
at the distribution of horizontal increments of displacement indi
cates that the process oscillates about a symmetric pattern. A ra
of the maximum leftward to the maximum rightward horizontal
displacement increments for consecutive load increments
shown in Fig. 8. If the process was perfectly symmetric, then a
every load increment this ratio should be exactly equal to 1. Pre
sumably, a larger displacement~and displacement gradient! on
one side produces a larger deformation and hardening of the loo
sand on that side, which leads to a ‘‘switch’’ of the maximum
horizontal displacement to the opposite side. This gives rise to a

Fig. 7. ~Color! Deformation of loose sand, interval 21-22:~a! verti-
cal displacement increments;~b! horizontal displacement increments;
~c! maximum shear strain; and~d! volumetric strain increments
AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003 / 443
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oscillatory process with a monotonic load increase. Note that
displacement ratio in Fig. 8 does not refer to the displacemen
the footing, but to the maximum horizontal displacement in t
deforming soil. The displacement ratio in Fig. 8 differs substa
tially from 1, and the oscillatory process indicated is not likely
be the result of a ‘‘noise’’ in the measuring system. One would n
expect such a process to occur in a softening medium.

Dense Sand

Load-displacement curves for the indentation process into de
sand are shown in Fig. 9. While the residual load on the cen
segment of the footing appears to be similar to that for loose sa
the peak load is almost nine times the residual load~this is not
indicative of a large prototype footing where the weight of th
soil bears more heavily on the limit load!.

Increase in displacement and strain during the load inter
between frames 4 and 5 is shown in Fig. 10. The extent of
mechanism is now larger than that for loose sand. The reg
immediately below the footing is subjected to compression, a
the gradient of color@Fig. 10~a!# indicates a significant vertical
strain. This is predominantly a plastic process; hence the s
dilates@Fig. 10~d!# leading to a substantial horizontal expansio
clearly illustrated in Fig. 10~b!. There is a substantial distributed
shear just below the footing, less intense shear further from
loaded boundary, and shear bands start to form at the corner

Fig. 8. Ratio of maximum leftward to maximum rightward
horizontal displacement increment for loose sand

Fig. 9. Load-displacement curves for dense sand
444 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENG
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the footing@Fig. 10~c!#. The second set of graphs for dense sand
includes deformation between frames 6 and 7 of the process~im-
mediately after the peak load!. Bands of intense shear have now
formed @Fig. 11~c!#, and a distinct pattern of dilation~loosening!
follows the pattern of shear@Fig. 11~d!#. The process resembles
the Prandtl slip-line field, although it is not quite symmetric.

In the subsequent step, the footing was unloaded; the unload
ing process revealed negligible reversible~elastic! deformation.
After reloading, a ‘‘one-sided’’ mechanism formed to the right
side of the footing, Fig. 12~frames 10 and 11!, with the localized
shear band reaching the free surface of the sand bed. This no
symmetric process is illustrated in Fig. 13. This is not an unex-
pected result, since the dilatancy in the dense sand is associat
with softening of the material, and once the sand softens more o
one side of the footing, the process continues in that direction
This is a mode-switching phenomenon, characteristic of deforma
tion processes in strain-softening materials~Michalowski 1990!.

Collapse Patterns of Reinforced Dense Sand

Reinforcement Depth 0.4B
Load-displacement curves for the front and center segment of th
footing are presented in Fig. 14. The increment of deformation
between frames 2 and 3 is illustrated in Fig. 15. Vertical displace

Fig. 10. ~Color! Deformation of dense sand, interval 3-5:
~a! vertical displacement increments;~b! horizontal displacement
increments;~c! maximum shear strain; and~d! volumetric strain
increments
INEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003



f

ment appears to be reaching deep into the test container.
maximum downward displacement increment in the field is 1.
mm whereas the maximum upward displacement is only 0.
mm, a ratio of 4.6~consequently, the reddish-purple color in th
far field depicts zero vertical displacement; see also Fig. 3!. Hori-
zontal displacement of the sand above geotextile appears to
inhibited now by the reinforcement@Fig. 15~b!#, while symmetric
horizontal movement of sand below the reinforcement is ve
distinct. The presence of reinforcement gives rise to the format
of symmetric shear bands, which start to propagate in the dir
tion of reinforcement@Fig. 15~c!#. This propagation continues in
the prepeak process with a decreasing ratio of maximum dow
ward to upward displacement~1.6 for the interval between frames
3 and 4!, and it culminates in a well-defined set of shear bands
the peak load~Fig. 16, frames 5 and 6!. The mechanism now does
not reach as deep as the pattern in the earlier stage of defor
tion. A pattern of dilation is visible and it coincides with the shea
distribution.

The absence of the horizontal displacement above the re
forcement is an interesting feature of this mechanism. It redu
the work that needs to be expended for relative movement of
soil and reinforcement~reinforcement sliding!, but the changes in
the mechanism geometry require increased work expendit

Fig. 11. ~Color! Postpeak deformation increment of dense san
interval 6-7: ~a! vertical displacement increments;~b! horizontal
displacement increments;~c! maximum shear strain; and~d!
volumetric strain increments
JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICA
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d, Fig. 12. ~Color! Deformation pattern—advanced indentation o
dense sand, interval 10-11:~a! vertical displacement increments;~b!
horizontal displacement increments;~c! maximum shear strain; and
~d! volumetric strain increments

Fig. 13. Ratio of maximum leftward to maximum rightward
horizontal displacement increment for dense sand
L AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003 / 445
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Fig. 14. Load-displacement curves for footing on sand reinforced
depth 0.4B

Fig. 15. ~Color! Dense sand reinforced at depth 0.4B, interval 2-3:
~a! vertical displacement;~b! horizontal displacement;~c! maximum
shear strain; and~d! volumetric strain
446 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENG
against the soil weight~when compared to the mechanism in Fig
11!. The second effect dominates for deeper reinforcement an
larger footings, and the horizontal displacements above reinfo
ment are not expected to be inhibited in full-size applications.

The footing was subsequently unloaded, and, upon reload
deformation switched to a nonsymmetric, one-sided mechani
Fig. 17~frames 9 and 10!. The reinforcement is now being pulled
out from the left side of the sand bed, and the dilation along
sheared layer of sand adjacent to the reinforcement cause
upward displacement of sand above the geotextile@Fig. 17~a!#,
with almost no horizontal displacement@Fig. 17~b!#. At this stage,
there is still some vertical and horizontal movement below t
reinforcement on the left-hand side, but this will cease later in
process. This distinct pattern, with one shear band extending d
into the right-hand side and the second extending along the in
face with reinforcement, persisted through the end of the test

Reinforcement Depth 0.8B
A loading process of sand reinforced at a depth of 0.8B is shown
in Fig. 18. The initial deformation~frames 3 and 4! reaches deep
into the foundation soil@Fig. 19~a!#, with reddish-purple being

at

Fig. 16. ~Color! Dense sand reinforced at depth 0.4B, peak load,
interval 5-6: ~a! vertical displacement increments;~b! horizontal
displacement increments;~c! maximum shear strain; and~d!
volumetric strain increments
INEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003
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zero vertical displacement~in this interval, maximum downward
displacement was 0.89 mm and maximum upward displacem
was 0.22 mm!. To some extent, the geotextile now restrains th
sand both above and below from moving horizontally@Fig.
19~b!#, providing an effective reinforcement outcome. A pair o
the shear bands originates at the corners of the footing. Th
shear bands propagate downward and they divert sideways o
they reach the reinforcement@Fig. 19~c!#. This continues during
the prepeak process~a similar pattern was recorded during inter
vals between frames 4–6!. A similar pattern with shear bands
propagating along the reinforcement can be incurred from a sh
strain contour plot shown by Miyazaki and Hirokawa~1992!.

Next, the footing was unloaded and reloaded, but the ma
features of the mechanism did not change~still a prepeak pro-
cess!. Displacement increments at the peak, between frames
and 12, are illustrated in Fig. 20. The mechanism became so
what shallower, but better defined, with a more clear dilatan
distribution. Shortly after~frames 13–15!, the deformation pat-
tern switched to a one-sided mechanism, with a distinct regi
moving to the left@Fig. 21~b!#, defined by a shear band separatin
it from the sand at rest. This pattern persisted through the end
the test, with the geotextile pull out from the right-hand sid
becoming very distinct.

Fig. 17. ~Color! Postpeak incremental deformation of sand rein
forced at depth 0.4B, interval 9-10:~a! vertical and~b! horizontal
displacement increments;~c! maximum shear strain; and~d!
volumetric strain increments
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Fig. 18. Load-displacement curves for footing on sand reinforced
depth 0.8B

Fig. 19. ~Color! Initial deformation pattern of sand reinforced a
depth 0.8B, interval 3-4: ~a! vertical displacement;~b! horizontal
displacement;~c! maximum shear strain; and~d! volumetric strain
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Final Remarks

The correlation-based digital technique for motion detection w
found to be quite effective in finding displacements from con
secutive digital records~snap shots! of the deformation process.
The patterns of unreinforced sand deformation under the footi
were found to be consistent with those obtained using other te
niques ~e.g., Tatsuoka et al. 1997!, and the digital method was
used to investigate deformation patterns of reinforced soil.

Deformation of sand reinforced with one long layer of rein
forcement retained many of the features found in sand witho
reinforcement. Collapse of the sand reinforced with geotextile a
depth of 0.4B was associated with the occurrence of two symme
ric regions that resemble those found in the classical Pran
~1920! and Shield ~1953! slip-line solutions. However, this
mechanism is modified by the presence of reinforcement. Wh
the distribution of vertical displacement is quite similar to that i
unreinforced soil, horizontal displacement of sand above the
inforcement is inhibited by the presence of a geotextile. Hen
relative sliding of the reinforcement and sand occurs only at t
geotextile bottom–side interface, and only in the more advanc

Fig. 20. ~Color! Dense sand reinforced at depth 0.8B, peak load,
interval 11-12: ~a! vertical and ~b! horizontal displacement
increments;~c! maximum shear strain; and~d! volumetric strain
increments
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phase of deformation is the interface shear fully mobilized. Th
is manifested by the occurrence of distinct shear bands along
reinforcement. Since the rate of soil-geotextile relative displac
ment at the bottom–side interface is different from that at t
top–side interface, the rate at which the work is dissipated
different at the two interfaces of the reinforcement. This is qu
different from the common assumption that the two interfac
contribute equally to stability. This finding is important to con
structing admissible mechanisms in limit analysis of reinforc
foundation soils. However, this effect may not necessarily be
dicative of the failure process for large prototype footings whe
the weight of the soil bears more heavily on the limit load.

The depth of reinforcement has an important effect on t
mechanism formed in sand. At a depth of 0.8B the reinforcement
causes the propagation of a distinct shear band, inhibiting ho
zontal displacement of the regions both above and below geo
tile. The rates of work dissipation on the two interfaces of th
geosynthetic are now equal to one another, and the reinforcem
is likely to be more effective.

Reinforcement at depths of both 0.4B and 0.8B led to a non-
symmetric ~‘‘one-sided’’! mechanism in the postpeak regime

Fig. 21. ~Color! Postpeak incremental process of sand reinforced
depth 0.8B, interval 13-15:~a! vertical and~b! horizontal displace-
ment increments;~c! maximum shear strain; and~d! volumetric strain
increments
INEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003
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with a shear band defining the deformation region on one side a
with a clear geosynthetic pull out process from the other side.

The test results presented relate to the case where reinfor
ment is strong enough so that the collapse of the foundation soil
associated with the slip~pull out! of reinforcement. The case of
reinforcement rupture was not considered here. For a given ge
synthetic, the distinction between the two cases is very muc
size-dependent.

The objective of this research was to investigate the failur
mechanisms of reinforced foundation soils, so that realistic co
lapse patterns can be proposed for use in limit state analysis
footings on reinforced soils. It is recognized that small-scale tes
are not indicative of limit loads on large-size prototypes. How
ever, the kinematics of failure in large-size processes is likely
have features found in small-size experiments. This was co
firmed here in tests of unreinforced foundation soil, where th
failure mechanism was found to be consistent with the wel
known Prandtl-type pattern. It was found to be true also in tests
other engineering processes involving plastic deformation o
granular materials~e.g., silo flow, Michalowski 1987!. The
mechanisms of failure identified here will be utilized in future
work in limit analysis of reinforced foundation soils.
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